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INTRODUCTION

This metamorphic rock practice set has been assembled for use by student geologists who wish to
better familiarize themselves with some of the common types of metamorphic rocks and their
classification.  The ability to classify metamorphic rocks requires recognition of both textural features and
common metamorphic index minerals that often form during the metamorphism of preexisting igneous,
sedimentary, or even other metamorphic rocks.  Proper classification of metamorphic rocks is useful to the
geologist as it can provide such information as the tectonic conditions under which the rocks were formed
and other clues to the geologic history of the region where they are located.

The following metamorphic rock practice set includes 20 samples of some of the different types and
variations of common metamorphic rocks.  Use the mineral identification kits provided (orange baskets),
your laboratory manual (Laboratory Manual in Physical Geology, Busch & Tasa, American Geological
Institute, 9th ed., 2011.), textbook, notes and any other available resources to fill out the attached
metamorphic rock classification worksheets.  The more you practice with and familiarize yourself with
these rocks, the easier it will become to identify the rocks and make interpretations about their history
and origin.

GUIDELINES FOR ROCK & MINERAL IDENTIFICATION

1.) Work with only one category of unknown samples at a time (minerals, igneous, sedimentary or
metamorphic).   Return the complete sample set to the geology cabinet before moving on to another
unknown sample set.

2.) Each basket contains two distinctly different samples for identification/classification.  It is suggested
that you select one of the two samples from the basket to work with before returning it and working
with the second sample.

3.) Work with only one basket (2 samples) at a time.  When finished, return both samples to the basket
they came from before moving on to the next one.  This will prevent samples from getting mixed up
and placed in the wrong numbered baskets and will maintain the integrity of the answer key.

4.) Use the mineral identification kits (orange baskets) to help you identify minerals and classify the
rocks as needed.  An optical microscope is also available in the Science Learning Center (SLC) for
closer examination.  Remember to use caution and good judgment when using the bottles of HCl.
Although the acid test is often good fun, try to limit your use of HCl to those samples that you
believe have a reasonable chance of fizzing.  There is no need to hit every sample with HCl.

5.) Use your textbook, lab manual, class notes, or other available resources to help you identify minerals
and classify the variety of rocks.

6.) Have fun!  Some of the samples found in these sets are intended to challenge you, so don’t be
discouraged if you’re stumped…in the field, not every rock or mineral you encounter will be a pristine
museum quality sample.  Geology is rarely so simple. ☺



Sample Texture/
Textural Features

Mineral Composition/
Other Features Rock Classification

Foliated.
Crystalline,

coarse-grained,
banded texture.

Visible mineral crystals.
Alternating light & dark

foliated layers.
Gneiss

1a.) Has this rock been altered by contact or regional metamorphism? Regional.
Did this rock undergo low-grade, medium-grade or high-grade metamorphism?
High-grade.

Foliated.
Well-developed

cleavage.

No visible mineral
crystals.

Dull luster.
Slate

1b.) Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).
What are some common uses for this type of metamorphic rock? Rooftops, table tops,
floor tiles, blackboards, etc.



Non-foliated.
Glossy texture.
Slaty cleavage.

No visible mineral
crystals.

Black and glossy.
Anthracite coal

2a.) What are the protoliths for this metamorphic rock? Peat, lignite and bituminous coal.
Did this rock undergo low-grade, medium-grade or high-grade metamorphism?
Low-grade.

Foliated.
Crystalline texture.

Cleavage along scaly
foliation.

Visible mineral crystals.
Garnet, muscovite.

Schist
(Garnet muscovite

schist)

2b.) Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).
Did this rock undergo low-grade, medium-grade or high-grade metamorphism?
Medium-grade (Intermediate).



Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained, sandy

texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
quartz sand grains fused

together.
Light colored.

Quartzite

3a.) Has this rock more likely been altered by contact or regional metamorphism? Contact.
What is the protolith for this metamorphic rock? Quartz sandstone.

Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained

crystalline texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
calcite.

Fizzes in HCl.
Marble

3b.) What is the protolith for this metamorphic rock? Limestone.
Was this rock more likely subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure
(stress)? Confining pressure.



Non-foliated.
Conglomeratic

texture.

Variable composition of
coarse-grained clasts

fused together.
Meta-conglomerate

4a.) Has this rock been altered by contact or regional metamorphism? Regional.
What would be a likely depositional environment for the protolith of this
metamorphic rock? River.

Foliated.
Fine-grained.

Well developed, slaty
cleavage.

Shiny luster. Phyllite

4b.) What are the possible protoliths for this metamorphic rock? Mudstone, shale or slate.
Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).



Foliated.
Crystalline,

coarse-grained,
banded texture.

Visible mineral crystals.
Alternating light & dark

foliated layers.
Garnet.

Gneiss
(Garnet gneiss)

5a.) What type of igneous rock would be a likely protolith of this metamorphic rock?
Granite.
Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).

Foliated.
Crystalline texture.

Cleavage along scaly
foliation.

Visible mineral crystals.
Platy crystals of chlorite.

Schist
(Chlorite Schist)

5b.) What are the possible protoliths for this metamorphic rock? Mudstone, shale, slate or
phyllite.
Was this rock more likely to have been metamorphosed at a convergent or divergent
plate boundary? Convergent.



Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained, sandy

texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
quartz sand grains fused

together.
Light (green) colored.

Quartzite

6a.) What is the protolith for this metamorphic rock? Quartz sandstone.
Would this type of metamorphic rock be good for creating an outdoor sculpture that
was meant to stand the test of time? Why? Yes. Quartz is very resistant to weathering.

Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained

crystalline texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
calcite.

Fizzes in HCl.
Marble

6b.) Has this rock more likely been altered by contact or regional metamorphism? Contact.
What are some common uses for this type of metamorphic rock? Artistic sculptures,
construction stone, decorative stone, source of lime for agriculture, etc.



Foliated.
Fine-grained.

Shiny, metallic luster.
Breaks along

wavy/wrinkled foliation
surface.

Phyllite

7a.) Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).
What metamorphic rock would you expect to form next if higher-grade
metamorphism continued on this rock? Schist.

Non-foliated.
Fine to medium
grained, sandy

texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
mixed sand grains fused

together.
Dark (gray) colored.

Meta-graywacke

Hint:  This one may be a bit tricky as the metamorphic rock name of this sample is not listed in Fig 7.15 (pg 165) of the Lab
Manual.  Pay close attention to the texture, consider the possible protoliths, and classify this rock as a meta-<blank>?
7b.) Was this rock more likely to have been metamorphosed at a convergent or divergent

plate boundary? Convergent.
Was this rock subjected to confining pressure or differential pressure (stress)?
Differential pressure (stress).



Foliated.
Well-developed

cleavage.

No visible mineral
crystals.

Dull luster.
Slate

8a.) Did this rock undergo low-grade, medium-grade or high-grade metamorphism?
Low-grade.
What is the protolith for this metamorphic rock? Mudstone or shale.

Non-foliated.
Glossy texture.

No visible mineral
crystals.

Black and glossy.
Anthracite coal

8b.) What type of fracture is exhibited in this metamorphic rock? Conchoidal.
Despite its benefits, why is the use and mining of this metamorphic rock not more
common? Anthracite coal, despite being a cleaner-burning fuel, is not widespread and is more
expensive to extract than the relatively flat-lying layers of bituminous coal.



Foliated.
Crystalline,

coarse-grained,
banded texture.

Visible mineral crystals.
Alternating light & dark

foliated layers.
Gneiss

9a.) What other type of metamorphic rock would be a likely protolith for this sample?
Schist.
Was this rock more likely to have been metamorphosed at a convergent or divergent
plate boundary? Divergent.

Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained, sandy

texture.

Visible mineral crystals of
quartz sand grains fused

together.
Light (orange-brown)

colored.

Quartzite

9b.) What is the protolith for this metamorphic rock? Quartz sandstone.
What are some common uses for this type of metamorphic rock? Construction stone,
decorative stone, etc.



Non-foliated.
Coarse-grained,

conglomeratic texture.

Visible clasts and mineral
crystals of calcite.

Fizzes in HCl.

Marble
(Marble breccia)

10a.) Would this type of metamorphic rock be good for creating an outdoor sculpture that
was meant to stand the test of time? Why? No.  Marble is composed of calcium
carbonate which weathers easily, particularly if attacked by acid rain.
What would be a likely depositional environment for the protolith of this
metamorphic rock? Reef.

Foliated.
Fine-grained.

Shiny, metallic luster.
Breaks along

wavy/wrinkled foliation
surface.
Garnet.

Phyllite

10b.) Did this rock undergo low-grade, medium-grade or high-grade metamorphism?
Low- to Medium-grade.
Was this rock more likely to have been metamorphosed at a convergent or
divergent plate boundary? Divergent.


